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The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of ECOP Symposium proceedings
including key takeaways and notes from guest presentations and roundtable discussions.
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Introduction
The Energy Community of Practice (ECOP) aims to build the capacity of Ontario municipalities
to develop and implement Community Energy Plans 1 (CEPs) through the development of
training tools, sharing of best practices and facilitation of peer-to-peer collaboration.
In the final phase of the ECOP project the project team delivered a half-day Symposium to its
stakeholder audience to spark a conversation regarding the relationship between community
energy planning and the IESO’s regional planning process, as well as provide participants with
an opportunity to deliver feedback on the draft ECOP resources and training modules.
The ECOP Symposium was held on June 25th at Metro Hall in Toronto and attracted 43
attendees representing municipalities, utilities, industry, provincial ministries and agencies,
energy and sustainability organizations, academics and consultants. The ECOP team engaged
stakeholders in and outside its GTA North regional focus area – GTA North regional planning
area, drawing participants from across the GTA and surrounding communities.
Some of the key lessons learned from municipal progress on CEPs include:
• Engagement and partnership with diverse stakeholders is critical to implementation of
CEPs;
• Stakeholders should be engaged early and on an ongoing basis in meaningful ways; and
• Accountability and responsibility for plan actions is a critical success factor for CEP
implementation;
Additional resources that would be of value to municipalities and their stakeholders include:
• Targeted and simplified communications resources (i.e. recorded presentations, key
messages, and infographics);
• How-to guides related to data collection/analysis and business planning for distributed
energy opportunities; 2 and
• Opportunities to streamline and simplify data collection was identified as a priority action
that would advance CEP development and implementation in Ontario.

A Community Energy Plan (CEP) is a tool that defines community priorities around energy with a view to
improving efficiency, cutting greenhouse gas emissions, and driving economic development.
2
Distributed Energy refers to decentralized power generation produced at or close to the point of consumption.
1
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Project Background
ECOP is a one year project funded by the IESO’s Education and Capacity Building (ECB) program
with the objectives of:
•

Building awareness of the benefits of CEPs;

•

Providing training and skills enhancement for key stakeholders; and

•

Facilitating a dialogue around the relationship between community energy planning and
the regional electricity planning.

The ECOP resources are designed to serve the needs of municipalities across Ontario, and were
piloted in the GTA North regional planning area, selected as the pilot region due to the timing
of the release of the GTA North Regional Electricity Plan and the presence of three
municipalities (Markham, Vaughan and Newmarket) that are engaged in community energy
planning with funding through the Ministry of Energy’s Municipal Energy Plan (MEP) Program.

ECOP Deliverables:
•

Deliver two workshops in the GTA North regional planning area (Markham and
Vaughan) to foster increased energy literacy and pilot the ECOP resources.

•

Develop three community energy planning training modules:
o Module 1: Community Energy Planning: Benefits and Applications
o Module 2: The Link Between the Provincial Energy Planning Framework and
Community Energy Plans
o Module 3: Developing an Implementable Community Energy Plan.

•

Deliver a half-day symposium to share workshop findings and discuss next steps for the
Energy Community of Practice.

ECOP Symposium Proceedings
•
•
•
•

Setting the Context, Richard Laszlo, QUEST
Update on Active IRRPs, Julia McNally, IESO
Turning Energy Inventories into Energy Dollars, Gabriella Kalapos, CAP (see summary
notes on pg.6)
External Stakeholder Identification and Engagement, Jennifer Wong, City of
Markham
3

•
•

CEP Actions Identification, Selection and Accountability, Lynn Robichaud, City
of Burlington
Implementing a CEP: Many Hands Make Light Work, Alex Chapman, City of Guelph

View all recordings on the QUEST YouTube Channel ECOP Playlist

Overview of ECOP Symposium Presentations
The ECOP Symposium featured presentations from five guest speakers. The following are
summary notes from these presentations.
Julia McNally, IESO: Update on the Integrated Regional Resource Planning (IRRP) process
including an overview of the Local Advisory Committees and their role in regional planning
•
•

•
•

•

Community engagement is a vital part of the IESO’s Regional Electricity Planning
process.
There is the significant potential for synergy and alignment between the Province’s
Long-Term Energy Plan (LTEP), IESO regional planning process3 and community energy
planning. Realizing the potential alignment will be enabled via ongoing and open
communication and clarity on opportunities to meet local and regional energy needs.
The Local Advisory Communities 4 (LACs) will be one mechanism that will enable
communication and integration between CEPs and the IESO’s regional planning process.
A number of IRRP’s have been released and are available on the IESO’s website.
o Status of Planning:
 Nine Group 1 IRRPs have been posted on the IESO website
 Five Group 1 IRRPs are in process
 Two Group 2 regions in scoping phase, 3 IRRPs expected
 Needs Screening expected at end of the year for Group 3.
LACs:
o Four LACs to be established for the released IRRPs;
o Seven LACs expected to be established for the remaining of Group 1 IRRPs
including 2 First Nation LACs

The IESO’s regional planning process is aimed at identifying short, medium and long-term electricity needs in
Ontario. The purpose of this process is to ensure long term reliability at the local and regional level.
4
Local Advisory Committees (LACs) are part of the regional planning process. A Committee may be comprised of
up to 18 members including municipal, First Nation and Métis and other members of the local community. More
information on LACs is available on the IESO website: http://www.ieso.ca/Pages/Participate/RegionalPlanning/Local-Advisory-Committees.aspx.
3
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•

•

•

o Three to four LACs expected to be established for the Group 2 IRRPs.
There is a staff of about 15 – 20 Planners dedicated to the regional electricity planning
process and three dedicated to engagement within the IESO
o There is also staff time within the LDC dedicated to the engagement process.
Transmission and Distribution Assessment tables are produced periodically to identify
where the grid needs are and where they can handle distributed energy. For microFITs
can usually be accommodated but for larger electricity producers there needs to be a
match between the generation, the power already in the grid and the use of electricity
to ensure that it is able to be accommodated and used in the most efficient and
productive way possible.
In order to develop the projections and assumptions, the IRRP process includes a load
factor for the region that looks at official plans, growth projections, Conservation
Demand Management (CDM) targets and plans.
o Where there are CEPs in place it will move towards working with the
municipality to understand what the local generation potential is and the
likelihood that those local generation opportunities will be implemented.
o There is a need to have a clear understanding of the risk associated with the
distributed energy targets so that they can be effectively and securely factored
into the planning process.

Gabriella Kalapos (on behalf of Elizabeth Linley at the City of Vaughan): Turning Energy
Inventories into Energy Dollars
•

•

•

•

A number of years ago the City of London undertook an effort to translate their energy
inventory into an energy dollars inventory and found that over 1 billion dollars is spent
each year within the City of London on energy (electricity, natural gas and
transportation fuels) and that about 90% of those dollars leave the community.
The power of understanding the total amount that is spent on energy within a
community is that in Ontario much of the money spent on energy leaves the local
economy. Therefore if less money is spent on energy and more energy is generated
locally then those dollars are more likely to support local economic development. The
City of London set a target to keep 10% of those energy dollars within the community.
The economic development conversation is able to reach beyond the usual
environmental/energy suspects and create new supporters for CEPs. A wider
stakeholder base is one of the ingredients that helps foster increased implementation of
community energy actions.
In order to transfer this energy dollars conversation and capacity to more communities,
in early 2015 at a Clean Air Council meeting Jamie Skimming provided a tutorial for how
to turn energy inventories into energy dollars, available here. The City of Vaughan
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•

applied the process to their energy inventory and found that their community also
spends over 1 billion dollars on energy each year and that more than 90% of those
dollars left the community.
The resources from that meeting are available for other jurisdictions to use. Jamie
Skimming, City of London, How to Calculate Community Energy Costs Using Your GHG
Inventory Data (Energy dollars excel spreadsheet available: to get a copy send an email
to gkalapos@cleanairpartnership.org) (video of how to use energy spreadsheet).

Jennifer Wong, City of Markham: External Stakeholder Identification and Engagement
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Markham decided to roll out a Community Energy Plan (CEP) due to its alignment with
Markham’s Greenprint Community Sustainability Plan. Other key priorities driving the
engagement in the CEP process include: local economic development opportunities, and
York Region’s Official Plan requirement that an Energy Plan be developed for growth
nodes.
Multi-stakeholder engagement was identified as a key priority of the CEP, it was
recognized that Markham needed a diverse group that would help develop, champion
and implement the CEP.
Progress to date includes: Terms of Reference for CEP stakeholder group; 4 stakeholder
meetings with 66 different stakeholders who have been contributing to the RFP for the
MEP.
Lessons learned thus far:
o engage stakeholders from a variety of sectors,
o engage them early in the process,
o engage them in a substantial way, and
o be sure to include internal stakeholders as well and external stakeholders.
Looking to achieve a net zero target 5 for energy by combining progress on local energy
generation and energy efficiency.
Scope creep is a bit of a challenge so be clear about what the goals and terms of
reference are for the CEP and the stakeholder group. Keep opportunities open but be
sure to identify what the priority goals, action and outcomes are.
Be responsive to the interests of the stakeholder group. Markham doesn’t normally
send out RFPs for stakeholder review but the stakeholder group requested the
opportunity to review and provide input and while it added a bit of time to the overall
process it did provide some valuable input and increased their involvement and buy-in.

Net zero refers to total energy consumption being equal to the total amount of energy being used. For example, a
net zero building will consume as much energy as it generates, typically through distributed energy technologies.
5
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•

•
•

The development community is one of the stakeholders of the CEP and they have a
requirement to develop an Energy Plan as part of their submission of their secondary
plan process from the Region so they are curious as to what this Energy Plan would look
like.
Council advises the CEP stakeholder group through the GreenPrint Steering Committee.
Markham is working as much as possible to pursue a top down and bottom up approach
and the combination of the two approaches has been found to be more effective in
gaining long term support and buy in than either would alone. The significant alignment
between the GreenPrint and the CEP helps a lot as well.

Lynn Robichaud, City of Burlington: CEP Actions Identification, Selection and Accountability
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The energy inventory took longer than we originally thought it would - it took about 6
months.
Burlington did the energy mapping and that was great for community awareness
building but another very useful analysis was the breakdown of the inventory of housing
stock and where the biggest opportunities were for energy efficiency.
Burlington has reached build out so intensification is the more predominant
development taking place.
Burlington’s CEP: 5 Goals; 11 Objectives; and 55 Actions of which 3 were major actions.
There were two committees: a Steering Committee and a Stakeholder Advisory
Committee.
Used a stakeholder engagement process (e.g. “dotmocracy”) to help identify priority
actions
All actions had to have a lead identified that was accountable for advancing that action.
Other accountability efforts include: progress updates with stakeholder committee two
times a year, task groups meet more often; City serves to track progress on actions and
energy and GHG emissions. Have annual reports to Council and there is a commitment
to review the 20 year CEP every four years.
Three major actions include: (1) feasibility study looking at integrating community
energy systems within the city, downtown, three mobility hubs, prosperity zones – and
identification of other areas where there may be opportunities for distributed energy;
and Official Plan review and policy development that will help with CEP implementation.
Phase two of that feasibility study will focus on business plan development for specific
distributed energy projects; (2) LICs for the residential and commercial sector. (3)
Integrating an energy lens into Burlington’s Transportation Plan update. The CEP has
helped to bring energy conversations and considerations into other plans such as the
Transportation Plan and the Official Plan.
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•

Burlington has an internal staff committee called Building Complete Communities where
all the Directors meet every month and we provide them with CEP updates.

Alex Chapman, City of Guelph: Implementing a CEP: Many Hands Make Light Work
•

•

•

•

•

The Guelph CEP has followed the Places to Grow timeline - starts in 2006 and ends in
2031. Guelph is expected to grow 50% over that time period so the Guelph Plan calls for
a 50% reduction in per capita energy use and a 60% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions over the same time period. The task will be to use less energy, make more
energy locally and to use energy smarter.
It is really important to have a wide group of stakeholders involved in the CEP, these
partnership will be key to addressing some of the key barriers that are in place within
municipalities, including lack of resources, flexibility and agility. Partnerships with
ENGOs, utilities, and local businesses are key to addressing these barriers and fostering
CEP Implementation.
For local business the main topic to discuss is local economic development, by
increasing our energy efficiency we spend less money on energy which largely leaves
the community, by generating more energy within the community those economic
benefits are retained. By spending less on energy more dollars that would otherwise
leave the community can be spent on other things that benefit the local economy more.
The conversation with the ENGOs will be about how partnerships can serve their
mandate while achieving the goals for the CEP, with utilities it will be about meeting the
targets that have been allocated to them.
Merging the messages and identifying the cross linkages, water services engage
residents on water conservation but is also promoting stormwater management
opportunities.
The Guelph Energy Plan has a reporting process in place and requires ongoing update to
ensure progress towards the identified targets.

Summary of Roundtable Discussions
This section contains participants’ thoughts on CEP training materials and resources that would
be of value.
Communication & Training Resources
•

A ready to use commercial for CEPs: a 30 second clip telling the CEP story including its
value and key messaging being catered to various stakeholders. Target audiences
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•

•
•
•
•
•

include: council members, CEOs, planning staff, transportation staff, and local
businesses.
Infographics to explain complicated stories in a crisp, clear and concise way. The
infographic should include hyperlinks that can direct people to more information should
they want to explore a specific area in more detail.
More information on what didn’t work. While success stories are important, it is equally
important to learn from mistakes.
A How-to Guide for implementing district energy, energy efficiency, distributed energy.
Resources dedicated to the economic development opportunities and how to
communicate that value.
A decision support tool that can help prioritize the long list of possible energy
opportunities to achieve maximum return on investment.
A consistent, standard approach for smaller jurisdictions to assist with business planning
associated with community energy planning opportunities.

Data Collection and Analysis
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

A How-to Guide for data collection and energy mapping including how to collect the
data, what data is most valuable, how to compile it and how you can apply the data in
order to identify where your CEP opportunities are. It’s important to explain how energy
mapping is useful, how to do it and how to develop a standardized methodology.
Sharing lessons learned on data collection and use is also important.
Municipal Property Association Corporation (MPAC) data is valuable, it would be useful
to understand how to access it more easily.
How to build internal support and build capacity within the municipality.
An aggregated system for data collection that would eliminate duplication of work
between municipalities.
More support for data acquisition with MEP funding, enabling municipalities to move
into planning far more quickly.
The IESO and Ministry of Energy are looking into options for creating a Metered Data
Access Platform which would include electricity, MPAC, and weather data.
Recommendation to include data on natural gas and transportation fuels as well.
When there is enough CEP capacity within certain regions it may make sense to work
more collaboratively and identify where the economies of scale would benefit from a
more regional implementation approach (for example electric charging infrastructure).
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Resource Access
•

Online web based resources that are continually being updated by people who are using
them and adding their additions back to the resource hub.

Next Steps
•
•

Finalize ECOP Resources for dissemination in early September
All ECOP resources are being posted as they come available on the ECOP Resource hub
at: www.questcanada.org/ECOP
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Appendix A: List of Symposium Participants
First Name

Last Name

Organization

Alex

Chapman

City of Guelph

Alexandra

McDonough

Canadian Urban Institute

Allison

Annesley

Efficiency Capital Corporation

Amanda

Chouinard

University of Waterloo

Balarama

Iyer

ABM Consultancy

Birendra (Bob)

Singh

Ryerson

Christine

Drimmie

Region of Durham

Curt

Hammond

Pearl Street

Dan

Stone

Stone Consulting

David

Roewade

Region of Waterloo

David

Katz

Sustainable Resource Management

Derek

Satnik

Mindscape

Devin

Causley

FCM

Emily

Zwier

IESO

Gabriella

Kalapos

Clean Air Partnership

Gabrielle

Olliverre

University of Waterloo

Helen

Platis

Stantec

Ian

McVey

TRCA

Ishani

Kumar

IESO

Jane

Dalziel

STEP Change

Jeff

Evenson

Canadian Urban Institute

Jennifer

Manning

Jennifer

Wong

City of Markham

Julia

McNally

IESO

julie

greenspoon

Ministry of Energy

Karina

Richters

City of Windsor

Katelyn

McFadyen

Town of Caledon

Lynn

Robichaud

City of Burlington

Marcus

Williams

What If Technologies

Maria

Kelleher

Marina

Haufschild

City of Markham

Michael

Pathak

Sustainable Edge

Mike

Parkes

Environmental Commissioner of Ontario

Pallavi

Roy

Ryerson

Richard

Laszlo

QUEST

Richard

Carlson

Mowat Centre

Rob

Kerr

City of Guelph

Samira

Drapeau

QUEST

Sarah

Marchionda

QUEST
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Sundeep

Khosla

Sky Power

Suzanne

Madder

Town of Oakville

Tim

Short

Enbridge

Vicki

Gagnon

IESO
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